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software for the enterprise. MArvin: well that sucks. :-( q0_0p: I know, right? MArvin: looks like it's a problem with their engine since windows 7 works fine MArvin: thanks for your
help q0_0p: I was trying to find an active bug report on it, but I'm not finding anything MArvin: i'm very thankful for your time MArvin: i'll keep trying to find something q0_0p:
There's a possibility that it's being worked on. The package names are slightly different, but they are getting the same versions of the libraries. Also, I was told that the issue is fixed in
version 3.12.3 MArvin: yeah i'm running 3.11.5 q0_0p: Okay, well, the package names are the same, so it is safe to assume they are getting the same version MArvin: that's good to hear.
q0_0p: Okay, there is a known problem in the 3.11.x series that causes the error. I'm not sure if they are going to fix it or not, but they are definitely aware of the problem. It's fixed in
the 3.12.x series MArvin: i'll just stick with 3.11.5. i'll see if it updates when they release 3.12.3 q0_0p: It seems to be coming soon, so hang on MArvin: oh? why does system monitor
applet is not showing any process it only shows the apps that have window q0_0p: Yep. But that's only for Kile. For other things, it's 3.12.2 MArvin: yeah i know MArvin:
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